
PAUL SCHRADER – MASTER CLASS – ENGLISH VERBATIM 

DC : Denis Chouinard PS : Paul Schrader 

DC: UQAM and the René Malo Chair are extremely proud to greet today an exceptional               
screenwriter and filmmaker. Author of 30 screenplays and counting, as well as director of more               
than 22 feature films, he was a pioneer of the "New Hollywood" before establishing himself as a                 
filmmaker with his own singular footprint. On an interview with the British daily The Guardian,               
Paul Schrader has declared that his epitaph would only thank him as the screenwriter of Taxi                
Driver, despite the myriad of films he has signed as a director. We will try to prove the opposite                   
today. Ladies and gentlemen, let us welcome the filmmaker Paul Schrader. 

(applause) 

DC: Paul Schrader, welcome to UQAM. Following a Calvinist education in Mid-West from             
whence you are native, you went to study cinema in Los Angeles. It was during the screening of                  
Robert Bresson's Pickpocket that you had an epiphany, a signal that you too could tell this kind                 
of story through cinema. How did this flash, this eureka manifest itself? 

PS: Well I mean it wasn’t that immediate. But everything in my life fell apart: my marriage, my                  
job, I was thrown out of the AFI [American Film Institute], and I fell into a period of wondering.                   
I went to the hospital because I had a pain in my stomach; I was 26 years old and had a bleeding                      
ulcer. The idea of a taxi cab came to me. You know, this kid trapped in this yellow metal coffin                    
floating in the city, seemingly surrounded by people, desperately alone. Because I had been              
living in my car, and I hadn’t been talking to people and had a gun under the seat. So I thought                     
to myself, “if I don’t write about this kid, I’m going to become him. I’m halfway there already”.                  
I’ve got to explain him to myself so the first script of Taxi Driver was essentially self-therapy,                 
you know. “Who is this person?” And I wrote a couple drafts quite quickly, and then I left Los                   
Angeles for about six months and just drifted around the country staying with former College               
friends just getting my mental health back, getting put back together. So that very first impulse                
to tell a story was not to sell it, not to become famous, it was just to survive.  

DC: It was a therapy. 

PS: And you know, it does actually work that way. Not every script works that way, but I have                   
returned to that, well, a number of times over the years and used film to that effect. Now most of                    
the films I’ve written have been written on what they call “spec”, speculation. It means you are                 
not writing for anybody, you are not getting paid. Therefore you have no boss. So obviously                
that is a much different situation then when someone says: “here’s a book, I’ll pay you so much                  
to adapt it and you have to have a first draft done in six weeks.” That’s a different job than what                     
I’m telling you about, doing self-therapy. It’s not completely different, but mostly different.             
And so, once I returned to Los Angeles, then I started reviewing and started meeting people in                 



the film community, and I was interviewing Brian de Palma. We started playing chess, and I                
said to him “you know Brian, I wrote a script”, and he said “oh no oh no”. I said “you don’t                     
have to read it; I just thought I’d like to tell you I wrote a script.”  So I gave it to him.  

DC: Thinking that he would maybe direct it? 

PS: No no no, just to give it to somebody. And he gave it to Marty [Martin Scorsese], and he                    
said to Marty: “This isn’t for me, but I think you might like this.” And then it was another                   
two-three years before it was made. But another thing that got me in, while I was traveling                 
around the country after having fled Los Angeles: I got a long letter from my brother who had a                   
teacher in a Christian university in Kyoto and he had, like me, lost his job, lost his wife and lost                    
his faith. And the former took with him is that he started watching Japanese gangster movies,                
yakuza movies. He was seen in the cheap Toho movies. And he sent me this long letter, which                  
is all about the heroes, the plots, the music… It’s just like obsessively cataloging these gangster                
movies for no other purposes than a kind of self-expression and therapy. Bruce Lee had just died,                 
and everybody was wondering where is the next Asian martial arts guy going to be? I thought to                  
myself, “well maybe he’s not Chinese, but Japanese”. And my brother came back from Japan,               
and we wrote a script called The Yakuza which ultimately… 

DC: There was a big hype around this script.  

PS: Well, it sold for the highest price. This was my first sale and sold for the highest price to                    
date in Hollywood.  There was an auction; there were sixteen bidders on it. 

DC: How much? 

PS: Three and a quarter back in ‘72. 

DC: That’s like a couple of millions today. 

PS: Ya.  And, so that sets me going and… 

DC: You were not sleeping in your car anymore. 

PS: Ya.  But also, I knew that this window that had open was going to close. 

DC: Ya. 

PS: And you know, you just have to ride, ride, ride, push, push, push, network, network,                
network. They are giving you about an eighteen months window here. And if you don’t cease it,                 
there will be another guy who becomes this year’s flavor.  And so… 

DC: So was this Yakuza film made? 



PS: Ya, Bob Mitchum, Takakura Ken who was the star of the Toho films. Sydney Pollack                
directed it. 

DC: And after that, I believe that your name was circulating in Hollywood for scriptwriting, and                
I think you even worked on the first draft of Close Encounter of the Third Kind? 

PS: Yes, that was because Michael Philips who produced Taxi Driver was also producing that.               
So Steven asked me to do that. 

DC: You did that after Taxi Driver? 

PS: Oh ya, Taxi Driver was way before I met any of these people. Taxi Driver was written in no                    
context, just a context of loneliness.  The others were written more in the context of… 

DC: …The industry? 

PS: The industry. 

DC: I see. So when you meet Martin Scorsese, Marty as you say, he takes the script and he says                    
“I’m going to do it”, and you just give it to him? You sign a contract? What happens then? 

PS: No, no no. Then we start putting pieces together. Marty… none of us were big enough to get                   
this made. The script bounced around town, and it became the script            
somebody-should-make-this-movie-but-not-us. And then we all had success. I sold the Yakuza           
script, Micheal and Julia won the Oscar for The Sting. Bobby won the Oscar for Godfather 2.                 
Marty had a hit with Alice Doesn’t Live Here. Then, all of a sudden this little collection of                  
outsiders looked like a ticket to ride. And at that point, Columbia said “yeah, why don’t we take                  
it”. And at that point, the studios had a different mentality. They liked to have a slight of films:                   
one of each, you know. A woman’s film, an action film, a teen comedy, a serious film, a                  
spectacle film. It’s not that way anymore. And in fact, probably nothing that we’ve learned in                
the last hundred years of cinema applies anymore to you. I’m telling you interesting stories, but                
I’m not sure what you’ll be getting from them. So, that’s why Columbia decides to take a shot                  
on that. 

DC: We all know the importance and the life that Taxi Driver had; winning the Palme d’or at                  
Cannes film festival. You were in the A-list from then on. But very soon after that you started                  
to direct.  Is it because you didn’t want to be the second gun anymore? 

PS: I wanted to be a writer. And I didn’t feel I was a writer, I was a screenwriter. I was half a                       
writer. I said “if you really want to be a writer, people should be reading your words, not                  
looking at images that are translated from your words”. Thus, I started conjuring up how to get a                  
film made with great calculation. And once I started making films, the stake of writing for                



others didn’t hurt so much because I do this and I do that. It’s like Gore Vidal: he writes for                    
Hollywood, but he really writes books. 

DC: He’s a novelist. 

PS: Ya. So then, I had to come up with a scheme to make a film. I was talking to this black kid                       
whose father worked in a car factory in Michigan. He was telling he wanted to write a story                  
about his father, and I gave him an idea and he didn’t like it. I went home, and said to my                     
brother: “you know, I told this kid a story today, and he’s not going to write it. He doesn’t like                    
it. I think is a good story, we should write it.” So we wrote this script called Blue Collar, and                    
that was calculated to be made. Three B-level stars that I could approach. I couldn’t approach                
an A-level star. Richard Pryor was going with a girl I knew. I can get to Richie. And Harvey I                    
knew from Taxi Driver. So I go to Richard, I go to Harvey. Now I need to bring in somebody                    
else. My agent had moved over and had a job in Norman Lear’s company. And Norman Lear at                  
the time was the king of television comedy.  Particularly black.  Jeffersons, All in the Family. 

DC: Richard Pryor was of course in his bracket. 

PS: Ya, and he was really attracted to this. So he put his name on it, and then he took it over to                       
Universal. And, you know, a low budget thing. They wanted to be involved with Richard. They                
thought: “if it’s going to be hot, might get in early.” I mean, a lot of times agent will work with                     
you, will finance you just because they think you have a future. Just like a record deal. They’ll                  
give you a record deal knowing that your next two records are going to lose money, but they                  
want to be there when that third one hits. And so there was that going on too. And of course you                     
have to poster that… You know, Francis… There was a window open from ‘68, no ‘67 and then                  
fully close till about ‘82. 

DC: Which represents the New Hollywood. 

PS: Ya. And what happened was, the Old Hollywood was making big budget films and they                
were flopping. Paint Your Wagon, Hello Dolly. And these counterculture movies like Easy             
Rider, Five Easy Pieces were making money. The studios were dumbfounded because they had              
such a cultural aversion to the world of the hippies. They just had no idea how to get at those                    
people. But they knew there was money to be made. Francis said that: “just go in there and tell                   
them you’re gonna make them money. They’re so confused, they’ll believe you”. So you go in                
there saying: “today is your lucky day because I really want to do one thing: to make money.                  
And I know how to do it and you want me to do it.” It was a complete lie, I was an aesthete, I                        
was an intellectual, but they didn’t know I was lying. They found out. Into that window, a lot of                   
interesting talent came. There’s a similar window open now but in a much much different               
context; we can talk about that later. But that window closed. And I remember when it closed. I                  
was directing the American Gigolo at Paramount. 



DC: With A-stars 

PS: Ya. 

DC: Richard Gere. 

PS: Barry Diller had come over from ABC. And he had been doing a lot of market research at                   
ABC. And he took his head of market research, and put his office right next to his own. And it                    
was just a clear symbol: “if you want to get to my office, you’ve got to go through market                   
research.” And that’s a clear seminal say “you know, we don’t need you to tell us how to make                   
money anymore, we got it figure it all. We’re gonna tell you how to make money”. And it was                   
the end of this wild and up and crazy kind of world of movies where they were making the                   
oddest kinds of movies. And then, everything had to pass through market research. Between              
market research and the birth of summer movies, it pushed serious movies into the independent               
realm. 

DC: And were you feeling that you were losing your soul, going through market research, losing                
your essence, or you were feeling comfortable within that frame? 

PS: Well you know I was still writing on spec. I had written American Gigolo on spec. And yes,                   
I know there’s a market for this, I’m not a fool. But also it is something genuine of mine. I’m                    
trying to ride both horses. What was interesting is I was able to do American Gigolo, it made                  
money. 

DC: It was a big success. 

PS: Ya, and then Cat People.  And then I went out to Japan. 

DC: Since many of the students here have seen Mishima, we’ll maybe take a few minutes to talk                  
about this project because this is very peculiar, this is very peculiar. It’s something of a large                 
budget Japanese spoken art film produced by Francis Ford Coppola, it’s left field completely.              
How did you end up there? 

PS: Okay. I was trying to think of some way to follow up on Taxi Driver which is a story of                     
suicidal pathology. This notion that through my blood I can redeem myself is very Christian or                
Abrahamic pathology.  And I’ve written a script on the life Hank Williams. 

DC: Hank Williams is a western country singer, mythical in the United States. 

PS: And it fell apart because the owner of the Hank Williams estate died of drug overdosed and                  
the owner of the estate didn’t allow me to get into that. So it couldn’t be made and then I was                     
thinking “okay, you know, I shouldn’t be making Williams anyway”, he’s just like Travis              
Bickle: he’s just another ignorant American country boy, you know. And my brother had told me                



about Mishima and I said: “now that is interesting. That’s the complete other side of the book                 
case.  Here you have a man, aesthete, highly educated, highly successful, homosexual, …” 

DC: Married with kids. 

PS: … Married, living in Tokyo. Yet, caught in the same suicidal pathology. It’s like the other                 
side of the mirror. If I really want to make a film about suicidal pathology, the complexity of it                   
all, I should go to Japan and do the other side”, that’s how the idea started.  So then… 

DC: How did you get the money? 

PS: I’ll tell you! 

DC: … Because I’m amazed, you know, because it’s such a peculiar film. 

PS: Now my brother and I are working on this script and his sister, I mean his wife, who is                    
Japanese, because it had to be a bilingual script, and I get Francis interested in it. Francis had                  
Zoetrope studios at that time he was playing around with… 

DC: He was not bankrupt yet. 

PS: No. 

DC: Because he did go bankrupt. 

PS: So he went to Tokyo and sweet talked to the widow into the rights. And so now we had                    
some justifications. 

DC: Because the widow didn’t want her husband to be depicted as a homosexual. 

PS: Ya. Also, Francis was riding on top of The Godfather, he was a mega star: he blows in to                    
Tokyo, takes around to dinner, and bla  bla bla. 

DC: He opened all the doors. 

PS: Ya. So now we have this script and there is an anime producer in Tokyo that my brother                   
knows named Yamamoto and he does children movies and J-Pop kind of stuff. 

DC: Very much like Mishima. 

PS: (laughs) Ya. So he started bankrolling this, started it moving. And he got Toho/Fuji, which                
is Toho/Fuji studio television, to put in a million and a half dollars. And then we had to match                   
that. Francis went to Warners and tries to get Warners to match it, because he was working with                  
him, and he said “no way”. But he was also very close to George Lucas and George had done a                    
film at Warners called… the sci-fi film… THX! And he felt Warners had treated him badly.                



And he, every time he gave an interview, he said bad things about Warner Brothers. Now he                 
was riding on top of Star Wars. So Warner Brothers is not too happy about this. So Francis said                   
“George you go in and ask him. Because they want to meet with you, you know”. Lucas goes in                   
and asks if they will match this million and a half from Japan. And Ted Ashley is at the head of                     
the company says to him “George, if we do this, will we be doing you a favor?” There’s a                   
silence and George says “yes you will”. And that was that. They did it just to do George a favor                    
so he would stop badmouthing, and they could get a crack at his stuff. So now we got Toho                   
money, we got Warner Brothers, we’re all set to go. The next thing that happens, the widow                 
catches wind of what creative consultations right actually means. Which meant nothing. All this              
rights she’d been given on paper were fake rights. She had no control over the film at all. But                   
she had already signed these papers, so she went to the right wing in Japan. 

DC: The right wing authorities. 

PS: The big construction companies. Now, Mishima is a god to these people and they’re upset                
already because a gaijin is making a film, a foreigner. 

DC: A non-Japanese guy. 

PS: Well that’s a gaijin. That a foreigner is making a film about Mishima. But madam Mishima                 
had agreed to it so they are all keeping quiet, but nobody’s happy about it. Ken Takakura, we                  
wanted him in the film, and he was the big Yakuza star and the big Yakuza power, and they told                    
him he couldn’t do it. He got on his hands and knees and apologized, but he said “they won’t let                    
me do it”. So now she goes to the right wing and the right wing goes to Fuji television and says:                     
“no deal.”  They go to Mata… 

DC: Yamamoto, the producer. 

PS: Ya. “We can’t give you this million and a half.” And he said: “But you promised me.” “We                   
know that we promised you, but we can’t do it.” At that time in Japan there were very few                   
contracts, it was all words of honor. And Mata thought about it a bit, and he said “if I have a                     
million dollars of my own in this film, that’s more than my company is worth in debt on this                   
film. If you pull out, I will lose all that money, and I will do what I have to do to protect the                       
financial future of my children.” Which is Japan speak for, at that time, if a man committed                 
suicide, his debts were not passed onto his children, his debts died with him. 

DC: He menaced of killing himself. 

PS: Ya, he said “If I have to protect my family, I will”. Now the guys from Fuji and Toho, what                     
they’re hearing is… they’re not hearing “oh poor Mata is going to kill himself”, they hear:                
“Nobody will ever do business with us again. Fuck! We gave our word, we backed out on our                  
word, he killed himself, we’re done!” So two weeks later, they meet in a restaurant in                



Kamakura, and they gave him a million dollars in cash. And then Toho made a deal with the                  
mafia to make sure that film would never be released in Japan and it never has been. 

DC: Still today? 

PS: Ya. Those were the quiproquos that were at work and all of a sudden making a… we’re                  
using Japanese production methods so it quite a large budget film it was a sixty days shoot. And                  
I’m making a film no one has paid for, and no one is going to see. And I started realising that                     
you know Warner Brothers is not going to push this film, they got what they wanted out of it.                   
No one in japan is going to see it, I can do whatever I want! Which was a little bit impressive                     
because it’s very easy to justify measures of compromise by saying that I had to search in the                  
market place, but when there is no market place… 

DC: Yes but at the same time, isn’t scary that you’re going to make a three million movie that no                    
one is going to see?  Isn’t going to put you on a bad spot? 

PS: No no no, because you know, it is a unicorn, it is a freak of a movie, it doesn’t apply to                      
anything. I mean people were more impressed that I had found the only unicorn in the forest                 
than that it didn’t make any money. 

DC: How did it go? 

PS: The shoot? 

DC: Ya. 

PS: It went well, I mean… 

DC: You had the collaboration of everyone? 

PS: Well no, it started out with some death threats. 

DC: I imagine! 

PS: Yamamoto had to send his family out of the country, and then we got bodyguards and all                  
that. But then the death threats ended, and when the death threats ended Toho agreed not…                
because they had a choice of either having this being a scandal and the production shutting down                 
or just let the production finish, and “we’ll take it and well put it in the closet, and life will go                     
on”. And when it was shown at Cannes, I went to the Toho party and talked to the head of Toho,                     
and I told him I wanted to thank him for what he had done to have this film get made. He looked                      
me right in the eye and he told me: “we had nothing to do with that film.” However, when you                    
try to release it, turns out they own the rights. 



DC: But I’m amazed to learn that still today the movie is not being seen in Japan. Even in                   
cinematheques and… 

PS: Well I mean, everyone in today’s world… 

DC: … You can see anything. 

PS: Ya, anyone can see it. 

DC: But it wasn’t theatrically released. 

PS: No. 

DC: Okay, so we’re like almost fifteen minutes before the end of this and there’s like quite a lot                   
of different stuff… 

PS: Let me button with what I was going to say. 

DC: Yes please. 

PS: So I go to Japan, I come back from Japan. 

DC: Ya. 

PS: And make this film, Light Sleeper.  Now it’s an independent film, it’s no longer… 

DC: Light Sleeper. 

PS: It’s no longer a studio film. 

DC: It’s a movie about a drug dealer? 

PS: Ya.  And it’s Taxi Driver’s character as a drug dealer. 

DC: With Willem Dafoe? 

PS: Yeah. I make this film. There’s a studio that has first rights on it. So they look at it, and                     
Mike Medavoy, who was running that studio, he called me up, and he said: “Paul I really like                  
your film, it’s really a good film, but you know we stopped making these films. We don’t make                  
them anymore.” That simple. You know, when I left LA they were making them, I came back                 
two years later and they weren’t. 

DC: That’s good. 

PS: Independents make them now, we don’t make them. 



DC: And Light Sleeper is a special film for you. You said somewhere that it’s not                
autobiographical, but there is some… it’s close to you. 

PS: Ya well, Taxi Driver like Sleeper and First Reform were kind of a trilogy: same structure,                 
same character. So, they are all close to me. There’s a sadness, there’s a very very deep sadness                  
about Light Sleeper that touches me. 

DC: That’s good. Let’s get to where you’re at today because there would be… we can spend                 
four hours going through all the films you’ve done. We haven’t talked about Raging Bull, we                
haven’t talked about The Last Temptation of Christ and there’s a whole bunch of stuff we don’t                 
have time to go through. But since I told the students you were a man of your times, and that                    
you are still writing and directing, and you have many projects that are coming up and you’re                 
going to meet a producer here in Montreal in order to develop new stories. You directed First                 
Reform, as I said, one of your best films if not the best. How is it to make independent movies in                     
the States today?  I know it’s a big question. 

PS: Now we get down to the relevant and painful part of the show. Everything has changed.                 
Everything: the tools of production, the tools of financing, the tools of distribution. Like I said                
before there’s hardly anything that is the same. For a hundred years, movies had a special deal                 
with capitalism. We make it. If you wanna see, we’ll make it for you. We weren’t like the other                   
arts. And everybody… it was a small club, and everybody in it made money, even if the films                  
didn’t make money, they still made money. Then democracy hits. Then the technical revolution              
hits. And it wasn’t a small club anymore, anybody could make a movie. Before, the tools of                 
production were so expensive and the means of distribution were so rigidly controlled; only a               
certain number of people got through the gatekeepers, and you had to try to be one of those                  
people. Now, anybody can make a movie, that’s good news and it seems like everyone is. The                 
bad news is almost nobody can make a living out of it. And that puts filmmaking back in its                   
proper place among its artistic peers, like music… 

DC: Sculptor, dance… 

PS: Sculptor, painting… You know, what percentage of painters make a living? You know, five               
percent? Well, probably the same now with filmmakers. You can now make a film for 35                
thousands. Two things have changed though: it’s going to be your own 35 thousand dollars and                
you’re not gonna get a salary. And you could lose it all, that’s three things. Whereas in the past,                   
you made movies with someone else’s money, you got a salary, and if the movie flopped, you                 
still had a good living. And so, just like musicians, you can be a full time musician and not make                    
a living. Someone said recently, every filmmaker today needs a day job. And it’s not quite so                 
extreme, but there is an element of that. So the… artistically what’s happening, is that you have                 
an explosion of products. Explosion, you know. All over the place. Netflix is dropping 60               
shows in the month of October. That means if you only watch Netflix all the time you still can’t                   



see it all. And so, you know, there’s like… 50 films come out almost a week. Sundance, there’s                  
to be 15,000 submissions to Sundance next year. Out of that, a hundred ten will get shown in                  
some way. Out of that, six or seven will be sold, and out of that one or two will make money.                     
So that is the reality of what that world out there is. The good part is that voices that were                    
previously kept out of the film business are now being heard: gay voices, radical voices, surreal,                
ethnic groups, you know, whatever. The beautiful example is right here in Montreal. This              
Quebecois wunderkind. What is his name? 

DC: Xavier Dolan. 

PS: Ya, Xavier Dolan. And in fact, it was from watching Xavier Dolan’s first film that I realized                  
how much had changed.  You know he was only like 19 when he made it… 

DC: 17. 

PS: Ah! There would be a Cassavetes scene, then there would be a Godard scene, then there                 
would be like a Bertolucci scene and then there would be a Sergio Leone scene. And I said: “he                   
doesn’t know any better, but he knows something that I don’t know which is you don’t need                 
continuity anymore. With this new generation of multitasking people, you can just throw stuff              
up in and out of each other, and they’ll sort it out themselves!” He wasn’t doing this to prove a                    
point; he was doing this because he didn’t know better. And he was right. That’s how much the                  
style of the film has changed, and of course the economics of filmmaking. One of the reasons I                  
was able to make First Reform now, it’s because I made this in 20 days. When I began, it would                    
have been 42 days. So at 42 days, it would have been a non-viable financial proposition. Even if                  
I got the money, it would fail, and it would have made it hard for me to work again. Now at 20                      
days, it’s a viable proposition. I can go to people and say: “this is a solid investment, you know                   
with Ethan and Amanda, and a three and half million dollar budget, you know, I have no apology                  
of pitching this to you, I’m not conning you.” So another reason it took that long to make,                  
because we in the US do not have any kind of art subsidies, and I was sent to Olivier Assayas as                     
you know my life would have been so much easier if I was in France. Because he gets a chunk                    
of everything. The budget of everyone’s films is from the government. That’s the chaotic world               
we are living now. We don’t really know how long the movie is, we don’t know where you see                   
it, we don’t know how you pay for it, we don’t know how you monetize it. Mad Men is probably                    
a movie, a seventy two hours movie. 

DC: Is that the movie that trailer is seven hours long? 

PS: No I’m talking about the TV show Mad Men. 

DC: Ah! The TV show Mad Men. 



PS: Ya. Mad Men is a movie. It’s just a 72 hour movie. And the two cats on YouTube, that’s a                     
movie too! It sort of has exploded. And I remember in the ‘70s, George Lucas said to me, he                   
said “Paul, one day we will look back on the era of transportation, sets and wardrobe with                 
fondness”. I thought he was crazy. But now you can make a movie without transportation, sets                
and wardrobe.  You just blue screen it and do everything in post. 

DC: We’re going to open for questions.  If you have anything to ask to Mr. Schrader… 

STUDENT: I want to know what’s different about New York in the ‘70s and now. 

PS: Well I don’t know to what degree it’s happened here, but we pretty driven all the poor                  
people off the island. You know, I didn’t think it was that bad in the ‘70s. There was a lot of                     
artistic activity going on. 

DC: Rents were cheap! 

PS: And so were drugs! But you know, now New York City has essentially become an                
economic holy company for foreign money. Total apartments are being paid in investments.             
You know, the reason for a city is building a network to communicate with others who are trying                  
to do the same thing you are in different ways. So the reason why UCLA and USC are the best                    
film schools is because there’s the best network. There are more people to network with. New                
York was great for networking. New York is just becoming less and less interesting as a                
networking town if you are in your 20s. Particularly if you are in the arts, I mean obviously if                   
you’re in real estate it’s not. 

DC: Are there any other questions? 

STUDENT: (Inaudible) 

PS: Ya, I’m a binge writer. I don’t write every day, I don’t write a journal or anything. I wait till                     
something festers to a point where you either have to be expressed or discarded. And then of                 
course the writing happens rather quickly. Here’s my theory on screenwriting. Screenwriting is             
not writing. It is a part of oral tradition, not of literary tradition. It’s about “I’m telling you a                   
story”. So when I teach screenwriting, I teach several students. Everybody has to bring a               
problem. In fact, this was the first class of mine, screenwriting class. I would say I’m only                 
going to take ten of you. I can’t handle any more than ten. But I want ten interesting people and                    
so, I want you to write down, each of you, your most pressing personal problem at this time in no                    
more than two sentences. Give me some stats about sex, background, whatever so that I can get                 
a heterogeneous group. And I’m going to go through these very quickly and I’m going to pick                 
up ten interesting students. I don’t care if you can write or not. I want ten interesting students.                  
Now if you don’t make it in the class, those problems will be thrown away, and no one will ever                    
hear from them again. But if you make it into the class, they become the property of the class.                   



And that easily draws out half of the room there. But once you get those ten kids in a room and                     
you start, and they all start by going through their problems; my teaching methods… the first                
four five weeks have no writing at all, it’s just group therapy. Once you identify a problem, you                  
try to identify a metaphor; once you identify a metaphor, you try to identify a story line, what                  
happens when the metaphor moves into the problem, so that in the case of Taxi Driver, the                 
problem is loneliness, the metaphor is a taxi cab. What happens when you drive a taxi cab                 
through loneliness? Boom boom boom. There’s a girl you can have, you don’t want. There’s a                
girl you want, but can’t have. You try to kill the father figure of one, you fail. You kill the                    
father figure of the other, you succeed and become a hero. That simple. And you have these ten                  
students. With enough time, there’ll always be the overweight girl who hates her mother, and               
there’ll always be, you know, the black or Hispanic kid who just is under the weight of his                  
family. And there’ll always be the gay guy who hasn’t come out yet. But it makes for                 
interesting groups, and so I teach this method which is essentially telling stories in order to deal                 
with the things that are bothering us. And that’s what I teach. I don’t teach tricks of                 
screenwriting. The tricks of screenwriting is oral tradition. Every time you think of your story,               
write it down on a notepad in a number of scenes. Then you tell somebody, “I’ll buy you a                   
coffee, I’ll buy you a beer”. Here’s the story: “I’m in Montreal and I walk out of the university,                   
and I run into this girl I hadn’t seen in 20 years and she’s like an alcoholic. And she was a                     
beautiful girl in class.” And I’m just making this up. But I’m telling you a story. That’s the first                   
line I have: ‘exits UQAM - meets girl.’ And I keep telling you the story, and I watch you. I                    
don’t really care what you think, I just want to watch you. If I can tell you a story for 45                     
minutes, I have a script. If I start losing you, I will do something about right then and there.                   
Because just going down to the next point of my list isn’t going to get you back. I can see that                     
point, and I’m trying to get you back. So I’ll say something like: “a red convertible pulls up and                   
these two huge black guys like a linebacker in purple suit get out and walk up to the house.”                   
Wow, I got you back. I also got these two black linebackers in purple suits, and I have to figure                    
what I’m gonna do with them, maybe I’ll come up with something. It’s a serious strategy that                 
Raymond Chandler used when he said: “if you get in trouble, just have someone with a gun walk                  
up the room. The reader will be so happy he’s there, he won’t ask how he got there.” And so,                    
you tell your story over and over again. You learn the beats. You learn the mixture of comedy                  
and exposition and action. And an interesting thing happens after you tell story enough times.               
Either you grow sick of it, and you say “this isn’t working, I can’t really hold anybody with                  
this”. That’s a good thing. That means you saved yourself from writing a script that nobody                
wants to read or bother to make. That’s a good thing. The other thing that could happen is: the                   
script says to you “I don’t want to be told anymore, I’m sick of it, I want to become real. Let’s                     
get to work!” And that’s a good thing too, you know.  So that’s my approach to screenwriting. 

PT: (Inaudible) 



DC: A filmmaker as well. 

Paul Tana: What’s the difference between a screenwriter and a director? 

PS: Most everything. Different sizes of brain, different forms of logic. You know, a              
screenwriter would say ‘half full plastic bottle of water’. A director looks at that, he sees this.                 
He doesn’t see a half full bottle, he sees this object. What is this object? Words can’t describe                  
this, it’s a visual. And oh! Here’s another object. And that’s another object. So you have to                 
look at the words and say: “how can I transform them into images?”, and “how much of this                  
story needs to be told in simple expositional way and how much of it can actually be told                  
visually.” One of the things I learned while Marty was editing Taxi Driver is I had written more                  
voice over in the script, meditations of Travis around loneliness. Marty showed me the film and                
we both felt the same thing: we said “we don’t need all that loneliness talk. It’s right there, that                   
big yellow monster coming through the steam. That’s loneliness! Better than any words, we’ve              
done it visually. So that’s what you’re trying to do, trying to find, you know, the visual logic                  
behind the story. And even if you write your own script, I wouldn’t write camera movements                
into a script. It was for somebody else; they’re pissed that you do it. As for yourself, you’re not                   
really trying to do what a writer does; you’re trying to do what a director does. A writer does                   
dialogue, theme, character, exposition. Director does all that visual stuff. So after you write or               
have written a script, then you have to say to yourself in your own mind, you just take that script                    
and say: “how can I save this piece of junk? I’m a director now; I’m no longer the writer of the                     
script. I’m the director and I’ve got to direct this thing, how can I do that?” Separate yourself so                   
that there is room for the creativity to spark across in your own head. 

DC: We’ll be taking one last question. 

STUDENT: (Inaudible). 

PS: Well, a number of steps. One step was I had always felt that books about novelists are very                   
boring. Even when their novelists are interesting because a novelist’s real life is inside his               
imagination, not inside his house. 

DC: Books about novelist or films about novelists? 

PS: I mean films about novelists. To really get inside a novelist, you have to get inside his                  
imagination: these people he creates, these rooms he creates in his mind, than the rooms he lives                 
in at home. I figured I had to get into the books. Also, if I got into the books, I could get into                       
themes that were nastier than in his real life, because of his masochistic fantasies and all that                 
mentioned in the book. Now these are fictional characters, and he’s free and he can be these                 
people. So then you have a progression of his life where his first phase is an aesthete and his                   
second phase is the artist, the third one is the patriot, and the last one is the harmony of the                    
patriot and the artist. So we got to progress through these four chapters. Now crosshatch this                



with three different styles: there’ll be a style for his memories - black and white -, there will be a                    
style for his last day - the great theater piece at the military pace and that will be Costa-Gavras -,                    
and then, there will be a style for his books. At that time I thought, “I’ll do that in VHS”.                    
Meaning it wouldn’t be beautiful at all. And Eiko Ishioka, who was one of the set designers, was                  
very animated against this. And then she said to me: “why don’t you do it as theater pieces?                  
He’s a man of the theater; make his novels as if there are theater pieces, make it till you can see                     
the set move and see the artificiality of the world”. So that becomes the third style, the sets.                  
And then I color coded it.  So the first style was in… 

DC: Black and white. 

PS: No no no, the novels. The first novel was in green and gold, the second was in pink and                    
grey, and the third one was in orange and black, so that each novel stood out with its own color                    
scheme. And I do remember on the set one day thinking, because when you directing a film ,you                  
always assume if you die somebody else is going to finish it. And I was thinking, “Gee if I die, I                     
don’t know who and how they would finish this thing”. 

DC: One last question. 

STUDENT: (Inaudible) 

PS: Yeah, I mean that’s my proclivity as my mind set. On the other hand I have written and                   
done other kinds of things. I did a film called Dog Eat Dog, quasi Tarantino book. And I wrote                   
that script in capital letters, exclamation marks, italics, odd columns so that people who would               
read this script are basically going to say, the script is saying “don’t take this seriously”, and the                  
style is saying “don’t take it seriously”. Now if you actually wrote on the script “don’t take this                  
seriously”, people would still take it seriously so you have to do it stylistically. I have done a                  
few things… the film called Auto Focus about sex addiction, and that… So they aren’t all dark                 
nights of the soul. 

DC: You are very much interested in structure in a story. Is that like an engine for you? Is it like                     
a spark once you find the structure? 

PS: It’s just how my mind works. I have watched Tree of Life a number of times, and I actually                    
think the long version is better, but it took me a while to find the structure because it seems so                    
formless. I went to AFI with Terrence Mallick, and I thought I knew him. And he’s here                 
somewhere I get a feeling and then I realized it was based on a symphony. 

DC: This puts an end to our extraordinary seminar. Thank you Paul Schrader for the visit and we                  
are look forward to our next encounter back in UQAM. This Master Class was made possible                
thanks to the support of the René Malo Chair. Thank you all and see you next time. 


